An Activity Adventure Awaits…
JULY 8

Sea Creatures Match Game
In The Sea Beast, hunters such as Jacob Holland are experts at identifying
underwater creatures. Try your skills as a sea monster hunter by identifying
the five actual sea creatures in the below list, then match your picks to their
corresponding photos in our gallery.

Hairy Frogfish
Red-lipped Batfish
Dreadnaught Fin

1

2

Viperfish
Coral Pixie

3

Fangtooth Fish
Frilled Shark

4

Rotten Tooth Catfish
5
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1. Viperfish, 2. Frilled Shark, 3. Red-Lipped Batfish,
4. Hairy Frogfish, 5. Fangtooth Fish

film trivia quiz
An epic animated adventure unfolds in The Sea Beast and an equally epic
creative process brought the film to reality. Take a journey behind the scenes
with this trivia quiz. Don’t forget to dive into the key to check your answers!
1. W
 hich of the following did filmmakers NOT use as inspiration
when imagining Red?
Orca
Turtle
Lion
Seal
Bear
2. What is the colorful name of Maisie’s new pet?
Pink
Rainbow
Violet
Blue

None of the above

3. What makes Maisie decide she wants to be a sea monster hunter?
Growing up sailing Lots of reading
Family business She loses a bet
4. What other animated movies did The Sea Beast Director
Chris Williams work on?
Big Hero 6 Moana
Mulan
Bolt
All of the above
5. The film includes a type of song that is historically referred to as which of
the below, meaning a traditional folk song once commonly sung on large
sailing ships?
Sea song Song of the sea
Sea shanty
Sea tune
Sea track
6. What do all the sea beasts in the film have in common?
All have a horn
All have a fin
None of the above 		
All have one tooth
All have a spout
7. Which of these animals is the Captain named after?
Crow
Eagle
Snake
Coyote

Cheetah

1. Bear, 2. Blue, 3. Lots of reading, 4. All of the above, 5. Sea shanty, 6. All have a horn, 7. Crow
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Journal template
& instructions
Before The Sea Beast’s hunters came to be, explorers made the awesome
discovery of the existence of creatures lurking beneath the water! Exploration
in nature can uncover the most unexpected revelations. Follow these
instructions to make your own Exploration Journal, then set out on your very
own journey and record what you SEA!
1. Download and print the template on the next page.
2. Turn it over so the printed side is face down.
3. Fold the piece of paper hamburger style, right to left.
4. Fold it a second time, hamburger style, right to left.
5. Open this second fold back up, and fold top to bottom, hot dog style.
6. U
 sing scissors, cut ½ of the top crease. Start from the right and stop
cutting when you hit the center.
7. O
 pen the piece of paper back up — the cover page will
be facing you.
8. M
 ake a hot dog fold again, tucking the top behind the
bottom.
9. S
 tand the book up, and then push it together so that it
looks like you have a 4-pointed star.
10. Flatten and fold it in half to create your 8-page
exploration journal!
Optional: You could add a cardboard cover from an old cereal
box and attach it by sewing a binding through the middle of
your pages.
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I heard...

I explored...

RECORDED BY
EXPLORATION
JOURNAL

I saw...

create your own beast
The creative team on The Sea Beast spent months developing the looks of
Red and the other creatures featured in the film. Now it’s your turn to imagine
your very own Sea Beast. Use one of the stencils below or freestyle your own,
add color and detail, and bring your creature to life. Then don’t forget to add
your creation to the background on the next page!
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create your own beast
Place your creation from the previous page in the background below!
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memory game

In The Sea Beast, the adventure takes place both above the surface and
beneath! Cut out the below matching cards, shuffle them into random order,
and turn them face down. Can you remember and pair what lies beneath?
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Create your own
sea adventure
Sometimes the most epic of adventures are those you imagine in your mind.
Fill out the below to launch into a journey of your own making. Happy sailing!
There once lived a captain named Captain ___________________________________.
your captain name

Captain ___________________________________ sailed the high seas at the helm of
repeat your captain name

The __________________________________. Captain ____________________________
name of your tall ship

repeat your captain name

was brave and fearless, demonstrated in this adventure…
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Every adventure deserves a visual - flex your artistic muscle and draw your tall
ship in the space below.
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Read Activity
In The Sea Beast, lead character Maisie loves to dive into tales of adventure.
If you’re inspired by Maisie and wish to explore other tales of adventure on the
high seas, print this book list and head to your local library. Let your reading
journey begin!

The Swiss Family Robinson
Johann David Wyss

Treasure Island
Robert Louis Stevenson

Moby Dick
Herman Melville

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Jules Verne
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Movie Night Map
Gather your family for a night of movie-watching adventure with
The Sea Beast. Let the map below guide you to a special movie night,
then sail away on a viewing journey in your very own living room.

Peninsula
of Popcorn
snacks
shore

comfy canal
Beverage bay
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BEAST B-I-n-g-o!
After you and your family have finished watching The Sea Beast,
watch it again with these fun B-E-A-S-T (think B-I-N-G-O) cards!

FREE
FREE
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BEAST B-I-n-g-o!

FREE
FREE
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